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Participant Alignment

establishing rapport
more inclination to align with deaf customer

examples behavior allowing us to connect

positive relationship

general thoughts

appropriately aligning helps to engender trust
if SLI cannot align with participants
they cannot align with each other

Familiarity is a factor

psycholinguistic alignment shared construction of meaning

sociolinguistic alignment

using the same vocabulary

behaviors affect the social distances
among participants interpreter

ow addressing participants
using titles
using vocatives in spoken language
using name signes in remote settings

setting specific issues
face to face
online

Bélanger

Task

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

first 5 mins might decide alignment

how

body language

positioning

chatting about the weather

stay body faced to deaf
chatting with hearing by looking at her

sitting behind hearing person to make them aligning with each other

Krystallidoustudy about health care interpreting

alignment also goes on before and after setting

Examples of participant alignment

what was setting?
how familiar we were with participants?

with wich participants did you align and how?
what are similarities/differences with deaf/hearing participants?

are there ways we can facilitate participants' alignment?

Group 4

culture

hearing

more distant
no kiss-kiss

dangermight confuse our role
social worker

assistant
lover

trust established by professionality

deaf
more touchykiss-kiss

trust established by familiarity
deaf customer should be informed

SLI more aligned with Deaf
make more effort with hearing

solution
do kiss kiss outside

come in and present yourself
I am YOUR interpreter hired by Mr. Mrs X

thereby establishing trust to the SLI

examples

deaf friend

knows SLI well
informal situationdeaf is Kiss-kiss

more formal situationdeaf signaling distance

educational setting
SLI more aligned with teacher

SLI should be more aware of alignment in the middle

conference

pre and post conference
alignment with hearing organizers

prep material

at conference
alignment with deaf

designated
interpreting

hearing team leader
harsh under pressure

deaf person is helpless

hearing leaderadressing SLI
"tell her..."

deaf customer
telling the SLI about her problems

SLI explains her role

conflict

deaf makes mistakes
whole team has to work more
deaf person helplessly cryingstaring at SLI

leader suspects SLI of badly interpreting
both deaf and hearing wanted SLI in their team

suggestion

SLI should lead the gaze to the hearing leader
to make deaf answer

move closer to hearing person

switch to 3rd person
pointing

"yes, she understands"

medical setting

social administration settings

doctor empathetic
seeing SLI as a team member

preping the SLI
trust building by small signals

deaf customer

SLI and Deaf met for the first time
SLI briefing in the waiting room

SLI telling about herself
repeating after setting

no rapport building
softening the message for deaf person

also
age
gender
status

thereby forcing the deaf person to look at the team leader

shared feelings gives trust to the other participant

as hearing might think SLI and Deaf are strongly related
they might believe we align with deaf

feeling of having to support the deafoutweighing power imbalance

alignment from customer
hearing makes us align with him/her  "tell him/her..."

deaf makes us align with him/her
chatting
mimics

feedback
finances

dragging SLI to workshops

chatting
eye gaze
positioning
body language
body orientation
interpreting chat to the other participant
back channelling
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